Computer Science & Engineering
Research Experiences for Undergraduates

What is research? Is a PhD for me? How do I apply to and succeed in graduate school? Spend the summer with us and find out!

» Application deadline: Feb. 13, 2015
» 11-week program: May 26 to Aug. 7, 2015

Work with a professor and graduate students on cutting-edge CSE research. Find out what it’s like to be a graduate student at a research university, and get paid for it!

Possible Topics: storytelling tools to teach computer programming, global webcam networks, modeling individual behavior in online social systems, understanding complex diseases through systems biology, big data applications on heterogeneous architectures, parallel platforms for real-time systems, campus-scale indoor mapping

“I learned about new and developing technologies, which was exciting, and my experience will give me an edge over others entering the field.”

The Department of Computer Science & Engineering (CSE) at Washington University in St. Louis is recruiting undergraduates to participate in its annual summer research program. We typically host approximately 30 students.

Who are they?

50% juniors
25% sophomores
25% freshmen
65% male
35% female
60% from another university
40% from Washington University

Apply online: reu.cse.wustl.edu • Questions? E-mail: reu@cse.wustl.edu